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Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription 
Release Notes 

Welcome to Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription.  

These release notes include important last minute information, a list of the bugs fixed in this release, as well as a 
list of known bugs.  
For details on the new features included in this new release, see: 

 What's New in 2016 

 PDFs and other offline documentation formats  

System requirements 

The system requirements, including supported Mac OS X versions and memory requirements, are available here. 
Note that Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription supports the new Blackmagic Design driver 10.4, which you can 
download from Blackmagic Design. 

Important Information 

The Stone+Wire configuration file now contains the keyword to set the DPX optimization. By default, the DPX 
optimization is enabled but this might cause issue when using DPX intermediate results in third party 
application. If issues such as flipped or flopped DPX start appearing in a third party application, edit the 
stone+wire.cfg file. 

1. Open the stone+wire.cfg file. It is located in /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/. 

2. Find the line #OptimizedDPX = True 

3. Delete the #. 
4. Save and close the edited file. 
5. Restart Stone+Wire service using the Service Monitor. 

Note that media generated (cached media, renders, etc.) prior to the modification of the configuration file will 
need to be regenerated. 

  

http://docs.autodesk.com/smoke2016/files/whats_new.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/cf
http://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/smoke/troubleshooting/caas/sfdcarticles/sfdcarticles/System-requirements-for-Autodesk-Smoke.html
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/support/readme/42bf66be6c274326b6f651f317a9b900
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Compatibility 

Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before installing the current 
version. 

Previous 
Version of 

Smoke 

Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription 

Projects and 
Media Library 

Read-Only. 

 You can Convert or Convert and keep a copy your project from the Startup screen. 
Once converted, the project becomes identical to a project created in the current 
version, with access to the libraries and the clips they contain. 

 You cannot open a converted project using the original Smoke; use Convert and keep 
a copy to keep a copy that remains accessible by the original Smoke. You can also 
delete a project and its media as you would a native project, without having to first 
convert it. 

Alternatively, you can archive the project from an older version and restore the archive in the 
latest version. See the application help for instructions on creating and restoring archives. 

Archives 
Read-only. 

Users Incompatible. Create a user in Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription. 

Setups Compatible. 

 
 
Important: Projects are not compatible between Smoke Desktop Subscription and the Flame Family. 
 

 
Between Smoke 2016 Desktop Subscription and a 

Flame Family 2016 application 

Restore an archive 
Not compatible 

Note: You can restore a pre-2015 archive in Smoke 2016. 

Transfer clips  
(MediaHub's Projects tab) 

Not compatible 

Open Projects  
(Convert or Convert and keep 
a copy) 

Not compatible 
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Fixed Bugs List 

 
Key Summary 

Reported by 
Customer Error Report 
System 

Action 

 SMOK-17453 
Auto-resize in Action's Modular Keyer is double resized when in 
proxy view.  

 SMOK-20178 
Player corruption when using Crop and PunchBack blending 
mode on CFX.  

 SMOK-20526 Action slip value doubles when keyer is active. 
 

 SMOK-21572 Stabilizer 90 degree rotation on bilinear image. 
 

 SMOK-22360 
HWAA causing layer cropping when action render resolution 
does not match project resolution.  

 SMOK-22426 Crash using HWAA on Mac Pro with AMD FirePro D700 6144 MB 12 Customers 

 SMOK-22475 UI offset error in action compare. 
 

 SMOK-23096 Selecting media in Action schematic doesn't update the UI. 
 

 SMOK-23625 Action copy/paste of Mono Analyzer does not working properly. 
 

 SMOK-23708 
When feeding an Action layer node with a read file node you get 
a layer name like "gatewayimport2".  

 SMOK-23799 Node name default too long for node-name convention. 
 

 SMOK-24953 
Crash when analysing in Axis Stabilizer Tracker if current frame is 
negative (backward mode). 

7 Customers 

 SMOK-25207 
Motion Blur Blurring is being applied on Background when it 
should not.  

 SMOK-25448 The far objects disappear on Working view in Action 3D. 
 

 SMOK-27037 Crash when exiting certain CFX containing only Action. 20 Customers 

 SMOK-27691 Clip select media with Action Timeline FX applied on it crashes. 5 Customers 

Animation Editor 

 
SMOK-25375 

Expression editor won't work with On-Screen Keyboard set to 
active.  
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Archive/Restore 

 SMOK-22090 
Cannot restore archive when project of same name already 
exists on a system.  

 SMOK-25112 
Project archive to LTO tape fails when clip with missing audio is 
included.  

 SMOK-25728 Cannot close LTO archive with write-protect. 
 

 SMOK-25884 
Clips that fail archiving do not show an error in the Archived 
column.  

 SMOK-25941 Include/Exclude Renders is not updating Size Estimate Display. 
 

 SMOK-25955 
Cache Source Media toggling will not update the size estimation 
properly.  

 SMOK-26301 
Restore fails if lacking storage space because of project's 
proxies.  

 SMOK-26304 
Can't restore project with custom setup path on a different 
system.  

 SMOK-27593 
Some Source Segments may not be reloaded when restoring 
Archive.  

 SMOK-29151 Archiving can crash if setting DirectIO fails 15 Customers 

Audio 

 SMOK-18849 
Smoke renders audio when video is exclusively selected on 
source.  

 SMOK-21173 
Slow navigation between sequence clips if timeline containing a 
lot of audio.  

 SMOK-21568 Audio drag on timeline is offset graphically. 
 

 SMOK-24477 
When start and stop rendering in the middle of a clip, the audio 
track is keeping its original duration.  

 SMOK-25467 Audio timewarps not working properly 
 

 SMOK-25718 Soft import 44.1 audio clips don  always playback in sync. 
 

 
SMOK-26846 Audio Timewarp Speed not refreshing. 

 

AVIO 

 
SMOK-22822 Missing right eye on stereo capture. 

 

 SMOK-24393 Audio stereo button has no effect when batch capturing. 
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ConnectFX 

 
SMOK-14634 

Corruption on rendering clip with CFX setup containing Paint, 
MUX, and Action's motion blur.  

 SMOK-20012 Action Software AA and softness producing unexpected results. 
 

 SMOK-20959 
Animation timing is wrong on Timeline after Explode 
FX/Convert to 3D comp.  

 SMOK-23839 
Zoom behavior inconsistent between CFX schematic and 
timeline.  

 SMOK-24166 Auto Stabilization Crashes on Render 
 

 SMOK-24962 
It's possible to close the library in which the currently opened 
CFX lives, Leading to a Crash. 

12 Customers 

 SMOK-25680 
Artifacts with an odd-width PNG imported using the Read File 
Node.  

 SMOK-26296 
Smoke is becoming slower or crashes when accessing result 
view on some CFX setups. 

15 Customers 

 SMOK-26378 Clips randomly lost from within CFX. 
 

 SMOK-27008 
With rendered timeline effect, Comp result is unpredictable 
when GMasks are involved.  

 SMOK-27161 
Crash when rendering CFX setup containing 8bit media with 
custom resolution.  

 SMOK-28662 After CFX rendering, playback may drop frames. 
 

Color Management 

 SMOK-26921 
Read File node with Colour transform applied, changing LUT's 
bit depth crashes Smoke. 

1 Customer 

Conform 

 
SMOK-17662 

Export AAF from Smoke does not auto link media files in Avid 
ProTools.  

 SMOK-23887 
No video tracks created when conforming AAF from MC 7.0 with 
Spatial Adaptor effect, Color Adaptor and Audio Warp.  

 SMOK-24147 Timewarps have 1 frame offset. 
 

 SMOK-24701 Timewarp Speed is not read correctly with conformed AAF. 
 

 SMOK-25552 
localhost should not be part of media file paths for exported 
AAF.  

 SMOK-25643 
Some FCP XMLs fails to load displaying a speed change error 
message.  

 SMOK-26889 Application freeze in timeline after importing a XML with 36 
vertical layers with Timeline-Action on each one. 
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 SMOK-29252 
Freeze Frame from AAF not seen as Timewarp in sequence 
made of S3D clips.  

Creative Tools 

 SMOK-21023 
Timewarp's "Timing" field treats input as number of frames, not 
timecode.  

 SMOK-21779 
Timeline FX Color Correction editor cannot switch SDI preview 
with Monitor button when Primary Track is shown.  

 SMOK-23263 Unable to see Timeline Layer Context in Text Module. 
 

 SMOK-23717 Player not updated when using Resize de-interlaced. 
 

 SMOK-24133 Matchbox: Sharpen shader acts wrong on borders. 
 

 SMOK-25494 Matte Edge: Random noise generator is static. 
 

 SMOK-26920 
Recursive Ops: Crashes when modifying settings after 
duplicating the node. 

20 Customers 

 SMOK-27068 Reset all in Resize doesn't reset Precision and Crisp/Soft. 
 

Data Management 

 SMOK-20127 
No name in "red" for clips in libraries with replaced lost frames 
after vic -r.  

 SMOK-20813 
Possible loss of cached media on Archive or Copy when two 
clips share the same source ID.  

 SMOK-22639 
Bit depth issue with drop down menu in New Project Creation 
and Conform dialogs.  

 SMOK-23577 
Timewarp Motion and Trail are not coming back going through 
project conversion or wire.  

 SMOK-23666 
Convert Project and Keep Copy: the copied project size is bigger 
than the original one.  

 SMOK-23759 
Proxy generation on local wire takes too long because generates 
entries for gap segments.  

 SMOK-23793 
Closed Shared Libraries re-open when relaunching a project or 
restarting Smoke.  

 SMOK-23827 Managed lost frames are seen as checker board instead of red. 
 

 SMOK-24021 
Smoke crashes in case of missing media (seen as corrupted 
Project).  

 SMOK-24680 
Tests Disks results should appear in the UI rather than in the 
console.  

 SMOK-25213 Using special characters in clip names increases library file size. 
 

 SMOK-25717 
Wrong Archive content when appending to an archive with 
modified CFX setup. Unmodified setup will be archived.  
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 SMOK-25730 Smoke on Mac OSX 10.9 sluggish when caching media. 
 

 SMOK-25734 
Aborted Drag & Drop operations increment remote library`s 
name.  

 SMOK-26603 
Browser for Load CFX setups: migrated projects cannot be seen 
in project list.  

 SMOK-28224 Renaming Folders sometimes causes crashes. 20 Customers 

Editing Tools 

 SMOK-23234 
Scan format of Gap layer does not inherit the scan format of the 
timeline.  

 SMOK-23278 Tools Repeat: source clip jump to first frame when selected. 
 

 SMOK-23715 
Fit to Fill on a matte container clip with head handles gives 
wrong result.  

 SMOK-24056 
The Delete cue mark button is missing from the Timeline 
Toolbar.  

 SMOK-24143 
Scan mode disappearing from Reformat menu when creating 
new DF project follow by AAF import.  

 SMOK-24247 Gap FX won't snap when dragged into timeline. 
 

 SMOK-24383 Keyframe Delete not Mirrored on Stereo Audio Tracks 
 

 SMOK-24846 Nested Matte Containers are not accessible. 
 

 SMOK-24852 Removing Audio timewarp ripple following clips. 
 

 SMOK-25339 Dissolve Left behind when dropping clip in Slide Mode. 
 

 SMOK-25361 
Resetting viewer after adjusting Exposure or Contrast on Multi-
version track will switch compare mode to stereo.  

 SMOK-25364 
Rendering is always triggered when recycling an unrendered 
sequence using drag and drop on the timeline.  

 SMOK-25589 Duplicate audio patches on tracks merged to stereo. 
 

 SMOK-25750 
Broadcast switches from Source to Sequence focus after 
Timeline FX is dropped on a Source clip.  

 SMOK-27540 Can't replace matte container. 
 

 SMOK-29214 
Rename under cursor shouldn't take selected area into 
consideration.  

Installation and Software Config 

 
SMOK-26511 Signature on Mac Packages returns errors. 
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Matchbox 

 
SMOK-28904 

Status of the Matchbox File type filter is not persistent between 
sessions.  

MediaHub 

 SMOK-16745 
Improper permissions set when creating a folder through 
MediaHub.  

 SMOK-22992 In-place naming does not work anymore. 
 

 SMOK-24568 No preview in Media Hub with Hierarchy+Scan Subdirectories. 
 

 SMOK-26795 Smoke freezes when renaming folders via remote MediaHub. 10 Customers 

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-21747 
Multi Selection Export will take alpha state of the last selected 
Clip.  

 SMOK-22240 
When importing a clip with Audio, timecode is shifted one or 
two frames.  

 SMOK-23074 Cannot export in ProRes if width is not a multiple of 16. 
 

 SMOK-23489 
File Sequence compression dropdown for EXR, SGI, TIF & RLA 
has "Uncompressed" wrongly labeled "Uncompressed 8 bit RGB 
(RAW)". 

 

 SMOK-23624 
Exporting XML without media fails: "Export DmTree to XML file 
failed".  

 SMOK-23828 IMX 30/40/50 exports have a green line at the bottom. 
 

 SMOK-23939 DNxHD MXF display incorrect source TC. 
 

 SMOK-23994 
Export Sequence Publish: width / height tokens should resolve 
segments not timeline.  

 SMOK-24317 
OpenEXR single color component Z depth channel is not 
supported.  

 SMOK-24357 
MediaHub does not show Tape name for QuickTime RGBA files 
(ALEXA ProRes).  

 SMOK-24735 Crash when Publishing a sequence as AAF files with Media. 
 

 SMOK-24974 
Drag and drop to export should highlight the destination and 
use it when being in hierarchy mode.  

 SMOK-25454 
Shot Publish: Export should not be disabled at root level when 
publishing to a writeable destination.  

 SMOK-25506 Unable to import some compressed QuickTime files. 
 

 SMOK-26540 
H264 exports show up with 0byte data size in QuickTime Player 
7 metadata, causing issue in 3rd party applications.  
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 SMOK-27020 
Export: cannot set specific width resolutions. (multiples of 4 in 8-
bit).  

 SMOK-27645 Tape name data not seen from Sony MXF files. 
 

 SMOK-28678 
Refresh not done properly leading to missing clips when 
browsing to a directory with lots of clips and folders, even after a 
manual refresh. 

 

 SMOK-9530 
Apply YUV Headroom option truncates the headroom from 
FULL ProRes clips.  

 SMOK-26611 
Doesn't read H264 QTs with "Millions +" in the metadata 
properly  

 SMOK-27013 Wrong timecode from DPX generated by OSD. 
 

Media Panel 

 
SMOK-23470 

Focus in media panel is lost when you set a Search Location in 
Conform tab.  

 SMOK-24025 
Sequence's Thumbnail remains black until you explicitly update 
it.  

 SMOK-24836 Unexpected Jump on Collapse hierarchy on large Media List. 
 

 SMOK-26349 
Crash on startup on Projects containing workspace view set as 
list and "sort ascending". 

25 Customers 

 SMOK-28854 
Closed Libraries are reopened upon restart if the current 
sequence is on the last library.  

Paint and ConnectFX Paint 

 
SMOK-24387 

Paint: Incorrect aspect ratio in reveal with overlay for 
anamorphic clips.  

Player 

 SMOK-18430 Custom Guides are not shown properly in proxy mode. 
 

 SMOK-19754 GFX drops with proxy enabled projects. 
 

 SMOK-19873 Crop image in the broadcast monitor when a .ctf LUT is used. 
 

 SMOK-25114 
Inconsistent playback speed on a Mac Pro connected to an 
Apple Thunderbolt Display.  

 SMOK-25253 Slipped gap CFX doesn't always cache on playback. 
 

 SMOK-26454 Crash when entering text history after changing view. 
 

 SMOK-28428 Player 2:3 insertion: inserted jitter frames are not interlaced. 
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 SMOK-28710 Interlaced player's option shifts one line the image. 
 

 SMOK-29641 
Smoke freezes when playing MXF (MOG) files from an ISIS 
storage.  

Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 SMOK-21175 Command + Q exits even after you modified the "exit" hotkey. 
 

 SMOK-21474 Cannot select a user from a remote host. 
 

 SMOK-22999 Broadcast Monitor: OFF/Disabled state is not persistent. 
 

 SMOK-23961 
Dual monitor broadcast mode inaccessible if you create a 2k 
project.  

 SMOK-24391 Euphonix Knob Offset on Smoke sensitivity is unusable. 
 

 SMOK-25720 Cannot duplicate a Ctrl+Drag selection in CFX. 
 

 SMOK-28293 
The display of Duration parameter is misleading in the 
Preferences dialog.  

Sparks 

 
SMOK-25179 Duplicating Sparks, Lock Length issues. 

 

 
SMOK-25562 Crash when duplicating sparks Sapphire 7 node.  

 

Stone and Wire 

 
SMOK-26818 sw_serverd can crash doing Cache Source Media and Playback. 

 

 
SMOK-27440 

Stone and Wire not starting when computer name have 
space(s).   

Text 

 
SMOK-26934 

After pasting text using the keyboard shortcut in text module, 
the next key is ignored.  

Timeline FX 

 
SMOK-24311 

Media Range is not applied properly in TimelineFX after 
timewarps.  

 
SMOK-26719 

Action Tracker: Inconsistent tracking with CFX + Timewarp on a 
segment with handles.  

UI 

 SMOK-21959 Trim calculator's numeric buttons don't work. 
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 SMOK-24851 Dialog Box with Icons is too tall. 
 

 SMOK-25242 
UI does not display enough information when importing more 
than 99 clips.  

 SMOK-26710 
Interactivity issue / Slowdown due to GFX (NVidia) process 
taking 80+% of CPU on Mac OSX 10.9 and 10.10.  

Views and Multiviews 

 SMOK-21366 
Broken viewer in CFX when rendering with Schematic View 
open.  

 SMOK-23752 
View setting goes from Update All to Update Selected when the 
Viewport zoom factor is modified with the numeric field.  

Wire 

 
SMOK-23587 

Foreground wire freezes UI until job is done. No progress bar is 
being displayed.  

Wiretap 

 
SMOK-12707 

Need a better error message when there is a storage/ framestore 
id conflict between 2 workstations.  

 
SMOK-25888 

Dead lock if node id unregister at the same time an event is 
sent/received 

21 Customers 
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Known Bugs List 

 
Key Summary Workaround 

Action 

 SMOK-27140 3D Text bevel is lost if the text is 'Separated'. 
 

 SMOK-28171 
Object/vertices: Track data not saved correctly and 
trackers change color.  

 SMOK-28319 
Diffuse map loaded texture (2k-10bit) will display 
corruption when action is applied in a CFX.  

 SMOK-29521 
Timebar Range options no longer works in Action's 
Media FX Indirect modules. 

Switch from Timeline Range to Media 
Range. 

 SMOK-29755 
Image Drawing issue when displaying Action's 
result if there are many layers and shading is 
Enabled. 

 

 SMOK-30201 
Shadow Cast: 3D shadow AA setting persistent 
with 2.5D shadow. 

Disable AA setting from the 3D type 
menu. 

 SMOK-30225 
Entering and exiting Action with Use Back will 
invalidate render.  

 SMOK-30241 
SourceNode: Corruption toggling Front/Matte in 
mixed resolution workflow. 

Any modification to action parameters 
will correctly refresh the result view. 

 SMOK-30704 
MatteSource: Corruption and performance drop 
with 12b media.  

Animation Editor 

 
SMOK-30616 

Channel Editor/Track animation: shifting keyframe 
as a gestural translate sets curve point to 0.0.  

 
SMOK-32015 Animation menu disappears in CFX Go to "Animation" menu again. 

Archive / Restore 

 
SMOK-30560 

New progress bar Stop does not allow to cancel 
and continue the archive.  

 
SMOK-30606 

Restored project will not be listed in Project list of 
Smoke menu while working in same session. 

In the project panel toggle the up down 
sort button to refresh the list. 

 
SMOK-30650 

Closing / collapse a folder in the archive makes the 
top of the screen drop down.  

AVIO 

 
SMOK-29108 

VTR input: Deck's eng values are not read anymore 
from init.cfg vtr line. 

Edit (check), every time you start a 
capture session, the ENG values for your 
deck. 

 
SMOK-30130 

1920x1080 -50 and -59,60p 3G preview timings are 
missing from the init.cfg file.  
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SMOK-30296 

Kona 3G Output will lay off black frames on tape 
when in 3G-SDI.  

 
SMOK-30574 

Blackmagic Design: does not always capture 
Embedded Audio from VTR 1080_59i.  

Color Corrector 

 
SMOK-29911 

Color Warper is changing colors when working 
with selectives.  

Color Management 

 
SMOK-30146 

Desktop Player LUT is displayed on broadcast 
monitor in MediaHub.  

 
SMOK-30556 SynColor package version displays 2016.0.pr51. 

 

 
SMOK-30964 

Media Hub 3D LUT is applied to default Timeline 
LUT editor if user built a custom CTF.  

Conform 

 
SMOK-26006 

Image sequences don't have any File Path when 
conforming from AAF. 

Set search location to the image 
sequence media. 

 
SMOK-30474 Matching criteria are not flagged accurately. 

Manually re-assign the audio patching 
in conform event panel list for 
problematic audio events. 

 
SMOK-30808 

Reverse Timewarp is not accurately represented 
when loading .fcpxml.  

ConnectFX 

 SMOK-30893 
Timewarp asks for a matte when switching 
interpolation type after CFX render. 

1. Connect a matte to the Timewarp 
node (you can stop here if you don't 
mind about the matte)  
2. Cut the link to the matte  
3. Don't show the result of the CFX  
4. Exit the CFX. After that, the bug is not 
repro anymore until you restart the 
application. 
---  
Disconnecting and reconnecting the 
inputs should fix the issue. 

 SMOK-31210 Crash when splitting tracks of stereo CFX. 
 

 SMOK-31959 
Adaptors: Image corruption when using CFX with 
source matte 

Replace the adaptors to LUT nodes for 
10 to 16 bit conversion. 

Creative tools 

 
SMOK-30353 

Colour Warper: Saving setups on channels using 
Shape animation while transient keyframe is used 
creates bad setup. 
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Data Management 

 SMOK-30420 Frames Free calculation is no longer working. 
 

EditDesk and Desktop 

 
SMOK-29187 

Adding Timewarp to a segment destroy the Timing 
Offset information in CFX.  

Hardware and OS 

 
SMOK-26716 

Cannot create new storage location if no projects 
exists (cannot create /usr/discreet/clips/Stonefs0). 

1. Create an empty project and exit the 
application. 
2. Launch the setup app and create a 
new storage location 

Media Import / Export 

 
SMOK-29198 

Export RGBA QuickTime as RLE gives corrupted 
clip.  

 SMOK-29781 
Unable to export a clip with '&' symbol in the tape 
name field. 

Remove '&' symbols in the tape name of 
the media. 

 SMOK-29813 
MediaHub: 12-bit RGB DPX from Resolve are seen 
BGR in Smoke.  

 SMOK-30008 AUDIO stereo export in foreground is not accurate.  

 SMOK-30530 
Cancelling a movie export in foreground keeps an 
incomplete movie exported.  

 
SMOK-31181 Export DNxHD with video level down about 2 % 

 

Media Panel 

 
SMOK-24381 

Media Panel is hidden after loading an 
EDL/AAF/XML in Conform Tab.  

MediaHub 

 
SMOK-25484 

Direct navigation to a directory using a bookmark 
or manual path causes folder scanning issues.  

 
SMOK-26901 

Not possible to rename a folder if a refresh after 
export has been made while folder creation.  

Player 

 
SMOK-26115 

Several 4k Compressed media types add frames on 
playback (negative drops) Visible on highres & 
broadcast (stutter). 

 

 
SMOK-31199 

Gang Clips not working with "display sequence 
viewer".  
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Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 
SMOK-32152 

Selected clip in the Workspace is deleted if you use 
the Delete shortcut in the MediaHub Modal 
window 

Use right-click -> delete clip  
OR 
Delete clips from MediaHub and not 
from the Export browser. 

Shot Publish 

 
SMOK-30478 

Publish of audio sequences does not export 
properly discrete audio. 

Manually re-assign the audio patching 
in conform event panel list for 
problematic audio events.  

Timeline 

 
SMOK-32055 Wrong timeline render result between Markers. 

1. Render everything but the top layer 
to create a correct background. 
2. Render the top layer. 

Timeline FX 

 
SMOK-30633 Gap effects are invalidated after muting track. 

Create CFX and apply CC no Op in CFX 
and render. 

 SMOK-31162 
Crash when returning from 2D Transform Stabilizer 
entered from Timeline Mini-UI. 

Enter the stabilizer via the 2D Transform 
editor. 

 SMOK-31896 
Gap CFX back clip does not get correct frames 
when dissolve is used on a segment below. 

Render the dissolve 

Views and Multi Views 

 
SMOK-28996 

LUT editor viewports shows CFX available views & 
CFX loses available views.  
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